• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  - Reviewed work to date
  - Outlined possible targeted roadmap options
  - Discussed possible KDM mapping to business architecture
  - Received Open Group update from David Lounsbury and discussed possible KDM uses or associations

• **Deliverables for this Meeting: Working Roadmap Ideas**
  - Current State (KDM) to Business Architecture Mapping
  - Current State Machine Architecture Abstraction
  - Current State Component Abstraction
  - Current State Technical Computing Architecture
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• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Additional metrics RFC submissions
  – Revised roadmap

• **Next Meeting** – Ottawa, Canada, Monday, September 24, 2018
  – Review next metrics RFC
  – Refine ADM PTF roadmap for moving forward
  – Continue to explore topics covered in Boston